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Abstract
Various extensions of TCP/IP have been proposed to reduce network latency; examples include Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), Data Center TCP (DCTCP)
and several proposals for Active Queue Management (AQM). Combining these techniques requires adjusting various parameters, and recent studies have found that it
is difficult to do so while obtaining both high throughput performance and low latency. This is especially true for mixed use data centres that host both latency-sensitive
applications and high-throughput workloads with east–west traffic such as Hadoop.
This paper studies the difficulty in configuration, and characterises the problem as related to ACK packets. Such packets cannot be set as ECN Capable Transport
(ECT), with the consequence that a disproportionate number of them are dropped. The same issue can affect other non-ECT-capable traffic that may co-exist on the
network. We explain how this behavior adversely affects throughput, and propose a small change to the way that non-ECT-capable packets are handled in the network
switches. Using NS–2 simulation, we demonstrate robust performance for modified AQMs on a Hadoop cluster, maintaining full throughput while reducing latency by
85%. We also demonstrate that commodity switches with shallow buffers are able to reach the same throughput as deeper buffer switches.
Finally, we explain how both TCP using ECN and DCTCP can achieve the best performance using a simple marking threshold, in constrast to the current preference
for relying on AQMs to mark packets. Overall, we provide recommendations to network equipment manufacturers, cluster administrators and the whole industry on
how best to combine high-throughput and latency-sensitive workloads. This article is an extension of our previous work [1], which was published in Proceedings of the
19th IEEE International Conference on Cluster Computing (CLUSTER 2017).
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1. Introduction
Once large data center operators have ownership of
their network, they can optimize their end-to-end net-
work connections. Doing so offers the potential to re-
duce latency, without degrading throughput. Over time,5
multiple such solutions have been proposed, for exam-
ple the well-known DCTCP [2], an extension of the
TCP protocol that reduces network latency and buffer
utilization, without degrading throughput. In general,
DCTCP is considered to be particularly promising, and10
the details of its deployment in production environments
are being extensively discussed [3].
In certain settings however, recent studies have found
that attempts to reduce latency often cause a degrada-
tion in throughput or performance [4, 5]. In particu-15
lar, workloads with fully-distributed traffic, long-lived
flows and high throughput requirements tend to fill up
the buffers of the network equipment. Attempts to con-
trol buffer utilization have been found to reduce overall
performance [4, 5]. This paper investigates why, and it20
proposes a solution.
Figure 1 demonstrates how Hadoop job execution
time is affected when network latency is controlled us-
ing classical TCP extended with either ECN or DCTCP,
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both relying on Active Queue Management (AQM) to25
mark ECT-capable packets (“how it is”). It also shows
how the performance “should be” if congestion con-
trol were performed by marking ECT-capable packets
using a true marking scheme, as proposed in this pa-
per. This figure was generated using the methodology30
of Section 3.
Although Hadoop is a network throughput-sensitive
workload with less stringent requirements for network
latency, there is an increasing interest in running batch
Figure 1: Hadoop job execution time affected by Active Queue Man-
agement
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and interactive workloads concurrently on the same35
cluster. Doing so maximizes system utilization, to
obtain the greatest benefits from the capital and op-
erational expenditures. Recent studies have analysed
how to reduce latency on systems with high-throughput
workloads to enable heterogeneous classes of work-40
loads to run concurrently on the same cluster [4]. Also,
numerous MapReduce distributions are appearing with
the aim of providing low-latency services, which may
in future share the same infrastructure as Hadoop on a
heterogeneous cluster with controlled latency [6]. As45
recently pointed out, 46% of IoT applications have low
latency requirements on seconds, or even on millisec-
onds [7].
Current network switches offer much higher buffer
density due the employment of SDRAM memory. Many50
new solutions are targeting expensive equipment with
deep buffers, in comparison with what was offered a few
years ago. For example, not so long ago, a switch offer-
ing 1 MB of buffer density per port would be considered
a deep buffer switch [8]. New products are arising and55
with them, a buffer density per port 10× bigger [9]. All
this can make the Bufferbloat problem [10] even worse,
with latency on these networks reaching up to tens of
milliseconds for certain classes of workloads.
The shuﬄe phase of Hadoop, which involves an all-60
to-all communication among servers, presents a stress-
ful load on the network. Recent tracers from Facebook
show that the shuﬄe time varies from 50% to 70% of the
total runtime [11]. Less computation and more commu-
nication leads to the network infrastructure constantly65
being the bottleneck to develop new type of solutions.
In parallel with the increase in the capability of network
switches, Hadoop also has evolved from a batch ori-
ented workload to a more responsive and iterative type
of framework. Currently it presents many different fla-70
vors and distributions, and reducing its latency has be-
come of interest to the industry to allow new types of
workloads that would benefit from the analysis capabil-
ity of Hadoop and much more iterative solutions [4, 5].
For that, the network latency on current Hadoop clusters75
has to be decreased.
Our previous work was the first to investigate why
other previous work failed to maintain high-throughput
while reducing the latency on clusters with through-
put requirements such as the MapReduce framework80
and Hadoop [1]. These clusters present specific traf-
fic patter such as data packages and acknowledges shar-
ing the same bottleneck egress ports on typically over-
subscribed links. This paper brings new results that
confirm and strengthen our findings from our previous85
work.
This paper also extends the discussion to present
recommendations to network equipment manufacturers
and cluster administrators on how to reduce network
latency on Hadoop clusters without degrading perfor-90
mance. We provide results that show the impact on
Hadoop job execution time. We expect to make it easy
to understand the problem and wish to open new discus-
sions and promote research towards new solutions. We
present experimental results in terms of cluster through-95
put and network latency.
In short, our main contributions are:
1. We analyse why extensions of TCP intended to re-
duce latency, e.g. ECN and DCTCP, fail to provide
robust performance and effortless configuration.100
2. We characterize the scenarios that provoke this
problem and propose a small change to the way
that non-ECT-capable packets are handled in the
network switches.
3. We evaluate the proposed solution in terms of clus-105
ter throughput and network latency, as well as its
expected impact on Hadoop job execution time.
4. We provide a set of recommendations to network
equipment manufacturers and cluster administra-
tors in order to benefit from this work.110
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the problem and its solution. Section 3
describes our infrastructure and methodology and Sec-
tion 4 presents the evaluation and results. Based on
these results, Section 5 distills the most important rec-115
ommendations. Section 6 compares our approach with
related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. The Problem and Motivation
Network transport protocols, such as TCP, tradition-
ally signal congestion to the sender by dropping pack-120
ets. This mechanism is simple, but it reduces throughput
due to potential time-outs and the need to re-transmit
packets. Recent extensions, such as Explicit Conges-
tion Notification (ECN) and Data Center TCP (DCTCP)
avoid these overheads by indicating imminent conges-125
tion using marked packets (as explained in Section 2.1).
Such congestion control based on proactive signaling
was conceived with the premise that it was better to
identify congestion before dropping packets and wait-
ing for the sender to react [2]. And the idea was not130
wrong!
When DCTCP was originally proposed, it was evalu-
ated using a simple marking threshold. Although the
marking threshold was, we believe, one of the key
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points of DCTCP, it was considered to be a straightfor-135
ward aspect of DCTCP, and it was not debated enough.
The authors claimed that the a simple marking threshold
could be easily mimicked on existing network switches
that supported Random Early Discard (RED)[12]. RED
is an Active Queue Management (AQM) scheme typi-140
cally implemented by switch manufacturers. They rec-
ommended setting the RED minimum and maximum
intervals both to the same value of 65 packets, which
they found to be necessary and sufficient to reach the
full throughput of a 10 Gbps link. The authors believed145
that this approach would be able to mimic the behavior
of having one single marking threshold on ECN-capable
switches.
The problem is that RED and other AQM queues
that support ECN, treat ECN Capable Transport (ECT)–150
capable packets differently from non-ECN-capable
packets. The ECT-capable packets support ECN and
can be marked to indicate congestion, but in the
same situation the non-ECT-capable packets would be
dropped.155
2.1. A deeper look at TCP packet marking
The main role of the network switch buffers is to ab-
sorb burstiness in packet arrivals, which is often found
in data center networks. A recent study from Cisco
showed how deep (large) buffers help the switches to160
better absorb such burstiness. For Big Data applications
such as Hadoop, Cisco investigated how the network af-
fects job completion time, and found that the second
most important characteristic, after network availability
and resiliency, was the network’s ability to handle bursts165
in traffic [13].
TCP connections will greedily use the available
buffering on their network path. Therefore persis-
tently full deep buffers can cause a problem known as
Bufferbloat [10]. For this reason, throughput-intensive170
applications, such as batch workloads like Hadoop,
should not share the same infrastructure as low-latency
applications, such as SQL or SQL in Hadoop, which
will access a replicated filesystem derived as a produc-
tion from the batch workload.175
Latency increasing on Data Centers has become a
major problem and with that, DCTCP gained much
more attention. A recent study [3] that extensively de-
bated the most common pitfalls in DCTCP deployment
pointed out that TCP and DCTCP traffic should never180
co-exist on the same infrastructure, because, while DC-
TCP data packets are ECT-capable and can be marked,
classical TCP packets are not, so they will be dropped.
They even pointed to a possible problem with the
opening of new connections. Since SYN packets are185
Figure 2: Typical snapshot of a network switch queue in a Hadoop
cluster
not ECT-capable, congestion could cause an excessive
dropping of SYN packets, which would prevent new
connections from being established.
Targeting Hadoop clusters, recent studies used ECN
and DCTCP in an attempt to improve network latency190
without degrading throughput or performance [4, 5]. In
the latter study, the authors were able to provide use-
ful configurations, but fine-tuning the AQM queues was
considered to be non-trivial.
On this study, after careful investigation considering195
snapshots from the egress port of network equipment,
specifically on the queue level, we finally understood
why previous work failed to achieve high throughput
and low latency for Hadoop. Figure 2 illustrates the
problem which is typical in Hadoop clusters. Limiting200
buffer utilization while explicitly avoiding early drops
of ECT-capable packets that will persistently fill up the
queues will allow low space to remain for other type
of packets that may arrive in bursts. On Hadoop, lim-
iting the buffer utilization will cause a disproportionate205
number of ACK packets to be dropped, even ACKs that
contain ECE bits, which are useful to indicate conges-
tion. The worst problem happens when a full TCP slid-
ing window is dropped.
ACK packets are short (typically 150 bytes) but RED210
is typically implemented with thresholds being defined
per-packet rather than per-byte. On the other hand,
a true marking scheme would mark packets but never
drop packets unless its buffer was full. That is what we
have found to unleash not only the potential of DCTCP215
on Hadoop clusters as we also verified that, especially
for commodity switches, a classical TCP extended with
ECN can outperform DCTCP, and we investigate why
this happens. Our simulations show that using ECN as
congestion control actually works well with long lived220
TCP flows.
By using a true simple marking threshold instead of
trying to mimic one using an AQM, senders are able
to reduce their send rate proactively while keeping the
typical sawtooth behavior of TCP on a small scale. The225
throughput of the network is maximised because there
is much lower overhead of retransmitting packets. The
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Table 1: ECN codepoints on TCP header
Codepoint Name Description
01 ECE ECN-Echo flag
10 CWR Congestion Window Reduced
biggest problem with trying to use congestion control
as ECN or DCTCP while also using an AQM queue
that will also drop packets is combining both tech-230
niques which are dropping a class of packets while a
distinguished set of packets will benefit from an only-
marking-no-dropping approach to signalize congestion.
This problem was not detected in the original evalu-
ation of DCTCP, nor has it appeared in more recent ex-235
periments because the experimental testbed considered
simple topologies with many senders and one receiver.
Although such an approach recreates a network bottle-
neck, which allows to benchmark congestion for both
TCP and DCTCP, such an evaluation does not involve240
data packets sharing the same egress port as ACKs. An-
other situation we verified is the reason why, on recent
studies and evaluations, DCTCP outperformed TCP ex-
tended with ECN. Partition/Aggregation type of work-
loads have the network traffic typically being consis-245
tently comprised of short query messages. For short
messages, for which the TCP congestion window never
grows significantly, a severe cut of the congestion win-
dow on the first indication of congestion can signifi-
cantly decrease throughput.250
Currently, it seems that TCP extended with ECN has
already been discarded as an option for data centers. In
its most recent evaluation [3], the authors considered
ECT-capable flows as only DCTCP flows, considering
that TCP and DCTCP traffic cannot share the same in-255
frastructure. They did not evaluate TCP extended with
ECN, because, as above, it seems to have been already
discarded as a solution for data center networks. On
the other hand, in this work, we present results using
TCP extended with ECN, which outperforms DCTCP in260
a specific situation. We will refer to TCP extended with
ECN as TCP–ECN, which also carries ECT-capable
packets.
On Hadoop, whose shuﬄe phase involves many-to-
many communication, employing either TCP-ECN or265
DCTCP will degrade the cluster throughput when rely-
ing on misconfigured AQM to mark ECT-capable pack-
ets. This problem happens because on Hadoop a large
part of the cluster, if not the whole cluster, will be
engaged during the Map/Reduce communication phase270
Table 2: ECN codepoints on IP header
Codepoint Name Description
00 Non-ECT Non ECN-Capable Transport
10 ECT(0) ECN Capable Transport
01 ECT(1) ECN Capable Transport
11 CE Congestion Encountered
known as shuﬄe, where data is moving across all the
nodes. Therefore, data packets and ACKs will typically
share the same bottlenecks, and at the minimal pressure
on the buffers, packets that are not ECT-capable will be
dropped. This effect can be devastating for TCP as not275
only new connections will be prevented from being es-
tablished [3] but also ACKs will be constantly dropped.
ACKs have an important role to ensure proper signalling
of congestion. Congestion should be signalized soon
enough, before packets are dropped, to avoid timeouts280
and retransmission, and ECN uses the ACK packets to
echo congestion experienced on data packets back to the
sender. Also, ACKs are used to control the TCP sliding
window, which controls how many packets can be in
flight so the receiver can absorb and process them. If285
a whole TCP sliding window is lost, it will also cause
TCP to trigger RTO and its congestion window will be
reduced to a single packet, affecting throughput.
In the next section we present the experimental
methodology, then Section 4 provides the results with290
new proposal. We demonstrate that if signalized cor-
rectly, congestion, which is the steady state of the net-
work during the shuﬄe phase of Hadoop, can be dra-
matically reduced. Meanwhile, the performance of
TCP can be even improved, specially for commodity295
switches as long as any important packet which is not
ECT-capable is allowed to be kept on the resilient buffer
that remains available when using tight marking thresh-
olds.
2.2. Proposed and evaluated solutions300
Regarding the problem described previously, we pro-
pose two distinct solutions. Our first proposal consists
in modifying the AQM implementation to allow an op-
erational mode which, if ECN is enabled, protects the
packets that contain ECE-bit on their TCP header, as305
seen on Table 1. As seen in Table 2, current AQM im-
plementations only check for ECT(0) or ECT(1) bits on
the packets IP header, when deciding between marking
or early dropping the packet. If an ECT(0) or ECT(1)
bit is found, CE-bit is marked so a replied ACK can310
echo the congestion experienced back to the sender with
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the ECE-bit set on their TCP header. Protecting packets
which have the ECE-bit set means a partial proportion
of ACKs will be prevented from an early drop, which
are those ACKs marked with ECE-bits to echo a con-315
gestion experienced signal back to the TCP sender. It
will also protect SYN and SYN-ACK packets, which
are necessary to initialize a TCP connection. When
ECN is configured, SYN packets have their ECE-bit
marked on its TCP header to signalize an ECT-capable320
connection. SYN-ACK packets are replied having both
ECE and CWR bits set by the receiver so that the sender
can finally enable an ECT-capable connection. In short,
when ECN is configured, ECT-capable packets and also
SYN, SYN-ACK and the ACKs which have ECE-bit325
set won’t be early dropped. As we demonstrate with
our results this approach is the one which achieves low-
est latency while also alleviates the performance loss on
cluster throughput.
Our second proposal is to finally implement one true330
simple marking threshold on switches, independently of
the buffer density per port. This solution will allow clus-
ter throughput to be improved beyond the baseline of
a DropTail queue. While the translated latency of this
approach will be a slightly higher than our first pro-335
posal, cluster throughput is maximized even on com-
modity switches which offer shallow buffer density per
port. Next section describes the experimental environ-
ment to evaluate our proposals.
3. Methodology340
This describes the experimental methodology for our
work. The NS–2 simulator has been extended with
CoDel [14] and DCTCP [15] implementations and is
driven by the MRPerf MapReduce simulator [16]. NS–
2, MRPerf, CoDel and DCTCP implementations are345
open source, so using the parameters described in the
next subsection, this simulation methodology has the
advantage that it can be easily reproduced by indepen-
dent researchers and future work can be carried out on
it.350
The topology selected for this work was the leaf–
spine architecture [17] as seen in Figure 3, which seems
to be recommended for Hadoop, as seen in various ref-
erences for cluster design [8, 18, 19].
Each leaf switch is connected to the spine switch us-355
ing a single 10GbE link. The over-subscription ratio
on the access layer is equal to 2:1. This matches clus-
ter design recommendations for MapReduce clusters,
which indicate that the over-subscription ratio in the ac-
cess layer should be no greater than 4:1 [13, 20]. We360
also used the multiPath option from NS–2 that simulates
Table 3: Simulated Environment)
Category Parameter Value
Simulated hardware
System Number nodes 160
Number racks 4
Node CPU Intel Xeon 2.5 GHz L5420
Number cores 2
Number processors 2
Network Each node 1GbE: 1 —
Each leaf switch 1GbE: 40 10GbE: 2
Each spine switch — 10GbE: 4
Buffers Commodity switches 200 packets - max 293 KB per port
Expensive switches 2000 packets - max 2.43 MB per port
the Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing through two
equal cost routes. The ECMP feature is essential for a
representative analysis of this cluster topology, which
offers multiple routes and loaded over-subscription.365
We provide results for both shallow and deep buffer
switches using two different values for queue sizes as
200 packets or 2000 packets per port. For data packets
using the maximum payload size of 1500 bytes, these
queue sizes translate to 293 KB or 2.43 MB respectively.370
Table 3 also shows the configuration of the simulated
workloads using the MapReduce simulator MRPerf.
One node was reserved for Hadoop housekeeping, to
serve as namenode and jobtracker, with the remaining
nodes used as worker nodes for processing map and375
reduce tasks. A single Terasort job is configured to sort
6.4 GB (random elements) with 100 mappers. Terasort
is a popular batch benchmark commonly used to
measure MapReduce performance on a Hadoop cluster.
In order to make it representative we characterized the380
shuﬄe phase as shown in Figure 4, which shows the
amount of time spent on computation (map and reduce
phases) and communication, transferring data (shuﬄe
phase). Using 100 mappers allows a short completion
time as showed the baseline is the same task done using385
only 10 mappers. Using 100 mappers is consistent
with a study of traces obtained at Facebook, which
shows that most of the jobs were small and shuﬄe
represented more than 50% of the execution time of a
job [11]. Shuﬄe is considered the MapReduce phase390
that mostly stresses the network because its all-to-all
communication between mappers and reducers. The
communication, most of which is in the shuﬄe stage, is
close to proportional to the workload size, but increases
as the network becomes the bottleneck. Since the395
communication pattern is also repetitive, we can obtain
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Figure 3: Leaf–Spine Cluster Topology
representative figures using only one task as network
and cluster utilization were proportionally designed
based on available tracers.
MRPerf was presented not so long ago as an option400
for researchers which desire to use the already consol-
idated NS–2 to carry research on this well-known and
trusted packet level simulator. MRPerf was recently ex-
tensively evaluated [21], and although it has limitations
in precisely measuring some steps from the MapRe-405
duce framework, MRPerf is still recognized to achieve
high accuracy for the simulation of the impact of net-
work topologies and also for simulating the behaviors
related to underlying networks. Our main contribution
from this work is not related to the computation phase410
of MapReduce, but to its shuﬄe phase, which is when
data is moved across the cluster. Therefore the improve-
ments on TCP throughput measured here can be trans-
lated to a production environment. The real gain on the
MapReduce runtime will depend on how much is the ex-415
tent of each workload regarding the proportion of com-
putation and communication.
We considered two AQMs to mark ECT-capable
packets, which are RED and CoDel. Implementations
of Random Early Detection are found on Linux, Solaris,420
Table 4: Auto Random Early Detection Settings
Target delay 1 GbE thresholds 10 GbE thresholds
100 µs 12.5–37.5 125–375
200 µs 25–75 250–750
300 µs 37.5–112.5 375–1125
400 µs 50–150 500–1500
500 µs 62.5–187.5 625–1875
1 ms 125–375 1250–3750*
2 ms 250–750 2500*–7500*
4 ms 500–1500 5000*–15000*
Figure 4: Proportion of time in Map, Reduce and Shuﬄe phases (nor-
malized to 10 mappers)
and FreeBSD [24]. It is also implemented by network
equipment vendors including Cisco [25] and Juniper
Networks [26]. RED uses configurable thresholds to de-
cide when to mark packets when combined with ECN,
and drops packets based on a probability that grows with425
the queue occupancy. First threshold is when the queue
starts to mark or early dropping packets, both based on
probability. Second threshold defines when a packet
will be either always marked or always dropped, with
probability reaching 100%. Table 4 shows the used set-430
tings for the autoRED configuration. Since the max
capacity of deep buffers was limited on 2000 packets,
some values will not produce effect for 10 GbE. For
1 ms the second threshold will not be reached, so early
drops will still be done based on probability, which will435
not reach 100%. For 2 ms and 4 ms the egress queue
will behave as a DropTail queue, never marking or never
early dropping packets.
Controlled Delay is recommended by the Bufferbloat
initiative [10, 22]. The user needs to configure the target440
delay, which is the tolerable delay-per-packet from the
time it is queued until it is transmitted, and the interval,
which is how often the delay-per-packet of transmitted
packets is evaluated. If any packet has a delay greater
Table 5: Controlled Delay (CoDel) Settings
Aggressiveness level Target delay Interval Reference
1 500 µs 20 ms [22]
2 800 µs 1.5 ms [5]
3 400 µs 1 ms [5]
4 300 µs 0.75 ms [23]
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that the target, then the interval is shortened, otherwise445
it is reset at the end of its cycle. Table 5 shows the con-
figured settings for CoDel queue.
We modified both AQM queues to simulate, in addi-
tion to their normal behavior, the two operational modes
described on the previous section. First, we protected all450
the packets that contain ECE-bit in their TCP header.
Finally, we repeated the same set of experiments ex-
panding both AQM queues to correctly mimic a true
simple marking scheme. We could identify the prob-
lem related the the extra ACKs which are neither ECT-455
capable or have the ECE-bit set on their header. To char-
acterize the problem, we repeated the same experiments
and kept the drop capability on these queues. Yet, we
also forced the queues to protect the following pack-
ets from an early drop: ECT-capable packets, packets460
which have ECE-bits on the TCP header and all the
remaining ACK packets. Therefore, all the following
packets are protected from an early drop: all data pack-
ets (which are ECT-capable), all SYN and SYN-ACK
packets (which will have ECE-bit on their TCP header)465
and all the ACK, either if they are echoing a congestion
experience with an ECE-bit or not.
In short we provide results for either TCP-ECN and
DCTCP flows using AQMs configured with ECN to
protect the following packets from an early drop:470
• Default behavior which protects only ECT-capable
packets.
• ECE-bit which protects ECT-capable packets and
packets which have ECE-bit set on their TCP
header (SYN, SYN-ACK and a proportion of475
ACKs).
• ACK + SYN which protects ECT-capable, SYN,
SYN-ACKs, and finally all ACK packets, irrespec-
tive of whether or not they have the ECE-bit set in
their TCP header.480
At last the three performance metrics considered are:
the runtime which is the total time needed to finish
the Terasort workload, which is inversely proportional
to the effective throughput of the cluster; the average
throughput per node and the average end-to-end latency485
per packet.
4. Results
This section presents the quantitative results in terms
of the runtime, throughput and latency for Hadoop us-
ing the methodology described in the previous section.490
Results are shown for both RED and CoDel, in order to
demonstrate that the approach advocated in this paper is
independent of the precise AQM mechanism.
All results are normalized relative to an ordinary
DropTail queue. In the case of runtime and throughput,495
results are always normalized with respect to DropTail
with shallow buffers. For these results, the dashed line
on the deep buffer plots indicates the (better) runtime or
throughput obtained using DropTail with deep buffers.
In order to analyse the bufferbloat problem separately500
for deep and shallow switches, network latency is nor-
malized to the latency of DropTail with the same buffer
lengths. On the deep buffer results, we indicate with
a dashed line the (much lower) latency obtained using
shallow buffer switches.505
(a) Shallow Buffers (b) Deep Buffers
Figure 5: Hadoop Runtime - RED
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(a) Shallow Buffers (b) Deep Buffers
Figure 6: Cluster Throughput - RED
4.1. Random Early Detection (RED)
We start by presenting the effect of configuring the
target delay of RED and how its different thresholds
(see the previous section) affect Hadoop runtime for
switches with shallow buffers. Figure 5a shows the run-510
time for shallow buffers and that for shallow buffers the
best runtime is achieved either at a moderate target de-
lay of 500 µs for both ECE-bit and ACK+SYN with
ECN, or also using more aggressive settings to achieve
the same with DCTCP. Comparing with Figure 6a we515
see how ACK+SYN was in terms of throughput, which
increases by about 10% when target delay settings be-
come aggressive. It shows that senders are able to con-
trol congestion if it is signalled soon enough. The best
results and robustness of throughput is also translated520
to a network latency never lower than 50% compared to
the baseline, as confirmed on Figure 7a.
For deep buffers, we start with Figure 6b. We
can clearly see that as any congestion control is per-
formed using ECE-bit or ACK+SYN cluster throughput525
achieves its maximum values using loose settings. As
seen in Figure 7b, although the network latency was re-
duced by almost 60%, it is still about three times higher
than the latency found on the DropTail queue of shal-
low buffer switches. The values to be considered should530
be the ones starting on 500 µs. Finally, Figure 5b shows
Hadoop runtime reaching a robust 10% speed-up, which
is about the same performance reached by the DropTail
queue from deep buffer switches. Now we analyze the
results using the modified CoDel.535
(a) Shallow Buffers (b) Deep Buffers
Figure 7: Network Latency - RED
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(a) Shallow Buffers (b) Deep Buffers
Figure 8: Hadoop Runtime - CoDel
4.2. Controlled Delay (CoDel)
Using a modified CoDel enabled us to verify that re-
garding how logic of the queue to decide when marking
and dropping packets also influence on the results ob-
tained. Although there is some variation in comparison540
to what was obtained using RED, we also verified the
robustness of both solutions using CoDel.
We start again by presenting the effect of delay con-
trol applied to CoDel as regarding the aggressiveness of
the settings described on previous section. Figure 8a545
shows that ACK+SYN for ECN achieved he fastest
Hadoop runtime, about 8% faster than the DropTail
baseline. Cluster throughput was also stable as veri-
fied in Figure 9a, even used the most aggressive set-
tings it remained above 5% improvements for both pro-550
posed solutions and all the flows. Analysing Figure 10a
shows CoDel reduced its latency by half of what RED
achieved, which translate on a network latency reduced
by 40%.
As seen in Figure 8b, CoDel also has impacts on555
Hadoop runtime when more aggressive settings are
used. The dashed line shows the best results which
were from the larger DropTail queue and the proposals
had a slightly performance degradation. The small drop
on cluster throughput is also verified in Figure 9b. At560
last, the small reduction in throughput was compensated
for by a reduction in network latency of about 80%, al-
most reaching the same network latency found on shal-
low buffer switches (pointed by the dashed line) in Fig-
ure 10b. Specially for CoDel, ECN solutions had much565
lower network latency than DCTCP solutions, which
matches with results related by previous work (see re-
(a) Shallow Buffers (b) Deep Buffers
Figure 9: Cluster Throughput - CoDel
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(a) Shallow Buffers (b) Deep Buffers
Figure 10: Network Latency - CoDel
lated work).
4.3. Summary of Results
From the results described here we could verify that570
RED is much more sensitive to aggressive settings. It
was translated to an increase in Hadoop runtime of
about 35%, which was much higher than CoDel’s worst
performance loss of about 10%. Still, the performance
degradation was importantly reproduced so we could575
also verify that independently from the egress queue
logic utilized, the problem resides on the dispropor-
tional number of ACK packets which are early dropped.
For CoDel, ECE-bit proposal is enough to achieve near
the best results on terms of Hadoop runtime, cluster580
throughput and network latency. For RED, the imple-
mentation of a true marking scheme, which on our sim-
ulations was reproduced by protecting the packets that
caused the performance loss (described on previous sec-
tion), allow the network administrator to choose be-585
tween the former mentioned ECE-bit, which is a really
low latency solution that still early drops some ACK
packet that do not have ECE-bit on their header; or
the true marking scheme which offers a more conserva-
tive reduction on network latency, with no early drops.590
For commodity clusters particularly employing shallow
buffer switches, it translates by expressive gains on clus-
ter throughput and Hadoop runtime. Finally, for clusters
employing deep buffer switches which already present
improved throughput as their baseline performance, the595
task of configuring switches egress queues as an attempt
to reduce network latency becomes much easier with
no throughput degradation on miss-configured AQMs.
Next section presents discussions and recommendations
regarding our results.600
5. Discussion and Recommendations
The results presented in this paper show that Hadoop
can tremendously benefit from one true simple marking
threshold. These results are not exclusive to Hadoop,
but are expected to be reproduced on other types of605
workload that present the following characteristics:
• Use of ECN: ECN configured on TCP flows (either
TCP-ECN or DCTCP) and switch queues config-
ured to mark ECT-capable packets.
• East–west traffic pattern, which implies that data610
and ACK packets are often present in the same
egress queue.
• Long-lived TCP flows with bursty communication.
Previous work pointed that classical TCP and
DCTCP flows should never coexist on the same infras-615
tructure. We identified a worse problem when a con-
trolled infrastructure having only ECN configured flows
(either TCP-ECN or DCTCP) will collapse, due to a
disproportional drop of ACKs. Redesigning the topol-
ogy and organization of the cluster on a way that egress620
queues would never be shared between data and ACK
packets can make the problem disappear. The cluster
topology and workload organization plays an important
part on reproducing the problem described here. Hence
why previous work failed on reproducing or identify-625
ing it. On the other hand, MapReduce workloads were
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designed on a way where a big portion of the cluster,
if not the whole of it, will be engaged on a fully dis-
tributed computation phase. To do so, a prior many-
to-many communication between servers is required630
and the network will be consistently congested on such
stage, known as the shuﬄe phase.
DCTCP has a strong premises which is to maintain
latency low while delivering really high throughput,
even higher than classical TCP itself. It was demon-635
strated on previous evaluation and these results still hold
for the circumstances on how it was evaluated. A work-
load composed by short TCP flows will benefit from a
more gentle cut on the congestion window. TCP takes
one round trip to double its congestion window. When640
a more aggressive congestion window cut happens on a
short-lived flow, it might not have another round trip to
return to a satisfactory congestion window to achieve
full throughput. Therefore, DCTCP is necessary on
workloads that follow the OLTP model (OnLine Trans-645
actions Processing), where it is basically composed by
short-lived TCP flows such as queries messages (flows
typically shorter than 1 MB). Since TCP-ECN presents
a more aggressive congestion window cut, it can de-
grade throughput on such type of workloads.650
For long lived flows, as more than 1 MB, on DCTCP
evaluation itself, there was no virtual difference on per-
formance when it was compared against TCP-ECN. We
verified that for Hadoop, where the network will be con-
stantly congested, TCP-ECN will benefit from a more655
aggressive cut on the congestion window, offering a
lower latency comparing to DCTCP.
A true simple marking schema simplifies the dif-
ficult task of configuring and tuning AQMs to work
on MapReduce workloads. Yet, we identify different660
approaches that fit better for shallow or deep buffer
switches. For shallow buffers switches, the more ag-
gressive settings are useful to signalize congestion as
soon as possible. As the buffer density per port is lim-
ited, signal the congestion before drops happen will be665
translated on TCP throughput gains. For deep buffers
switches, using settings with moderated aggressiveness
allow more data to be persistent on egress queues while
they can still proactively signalize congestion to the
senders, which finally translates to an improved TCP670
throughput. We now distill our most important recom-
mendations.
Recommendations for equipment vendors. The limited
configurability of existing switches egress queues which
do not allow the network administrator to disable drops675
mean that if AQMs are combined with ECN flows, the
best results on terms of throughput and network la-
tency for the shuﬄe phase of a Hadoop infrastructure
cannot be fully achieved. An operational mode where
egress queues only mark ECT-capable packets using a680
simple marking threshold while avoid drops from the
non-ECT-capable traffic will improve the performance
of workloads as Hadoop and it could be achieved with
a firmware update. It should be offered to commodity
switches as well, even if the switch offers a buffer den-685
sity per port lower than 1 MB, as our results demonstrate
how it can tune performance of legacy switches with
a buffer density per port no higher than 300 KB. For
Hadoop, ECN flows (TCP-ECN or DCTCP) will ben-
efit from this operational mode where no packets are690
dropped until overflowing the egress queue limit while
the congestion control is fully performed by TCP end-
points.
Recommendations for network administrators. Until a
true simple marking threshold is implemented on net-695
work switches, we recommend the following two solu-
tions:
Some high-end switches offer the option to forward
non-ECT-capable traffic on the egress queue instead of
dropping them as we discuss in the next section (re-700
lated work). Unfortunately, this option is only available
on top-of-the-line switches which offer very high buffer
density per port. Although this solution will perform
equally great on terms of throughput and network la-
tency as the results obtained on this work, it is unlikely705
to lead to a low cost solution.
As a solution for switches which do not offer the op-
tion to forward non-ECT-capable traffic, the network la-
tency can be reduced to optimum level at the cost of per-
formance loss on throughput. The performance of the710
standalone queue was out from the scope of this work as
it was already covered by previous work, related on the
following section. Therefore, for commodity or legacy
switches which offer AQM and ECN features, as an im-
mediate low latency solution, we recommend the uti-715
lization of the standalone AQM queue, completely dis-
abling ECN from TCP flows and from the queue config-
uration. The next section covers the related work, which
enrich our recommendations presented here.
6. Related Work720
The original DCTCP paper [2] suggested that a
simple marking threshold could be mimicked using
switches that already support RED and ECN. More re-
cent studies, such as a comprehensive study of tuning of
ECN for data center networks [27] also recommended725
that switches would be easier to configure if they had
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one threshold instead of the two found on RED. They
also recommended to use the instantaneous rather than
averaged queue length. They also pointed out the prob-
lem with SYN packets not being ECT-capable, but the730
problem with disproportional dropping of ACKs was
not mentioned. Another recent study, which extensively
discussed common deployment issues for DCTCP [3]
pointed to the same problem that happens on a saturated
egress queue when trying to open new connections.735
None of these previous studies considered the use of
a class of workload, such as Hadoop, that involves mul-
tiple long-lived TCP flows in multiple directions. Such
workloads cause the same egress queue to contain large
numbers of both data and ACK packets. As previously740
explained, on Hadoop, data is transferred across the
whole cluster during its shuﬄe phase and that was why
they were not able to identify the problem described on
this work.
The performance of TCP-ECN and DCTCP on745
Hadoop clusters was recently investigated. Grosvenor
et al. [4] evaluated the ability of TCP-ECN and DCTCP
to reduce Hadoop’s latency while running latency-
sensitive services in the background. The goal of their
work was to present a new method to classify the net-750
work traffic, for which the queue utilization was impor-
tant, so some packets could jump the queues. In that
work, TCP-ECN was considered to have a performance
degradation of more than 2× the baseline. DCTCP
achieved better results, but they still showed a perfor-755
mance degradation of 20% with respect to the baseline.
We believe that the reason for such a difference between
TCP-ECN and DCTCP was the fact that for TCP-ECN
they set a much lower marking threshold using RED,
equal to 40 packets, while for DCTCP they maintained760
it on 65 packets as recommended in DCTCP’s origi-
nal paper [2]. We believe the basis for comparison be-
tween TCP-ECN and DCTCP should be the same mark-
ing threshold, as DCTCP already reduces its conges-
tion window more gently. A more recent study [5],765
which compared TCP-ECN and DCTCP using identi-
cal thresholds of 70 packets, also showed a performance
degradation of about 20%, with respect to the baseline,
which used deep buffer switches. In that study TCP-
ECN was considered to achieve a lower latency than770
DCTCP, showing that in a congested environment with
long-lived TCP flows, both TCP-ECN and DCTCP can
achieve similar throughputs, but the more aggressive cut
in the congestion window in the case of TCP-ECN leads
to a lower-latency solution.775
A new feature is being offered on modern high-end
switches which offer the possibility to forward non-
ECT-capable traffic while having AQM configured to
use ECN. This feature allows the non-ECT-capable
traffic to bypass the AQM thresholds and grow un-780
til the egress queue limit [28]. Yet, this feature is
only available on new high-end switches, which for
example, have a buffer density per port near 10 MB.
From the results presented in this work, we showed
the benefits from a true simple marking threshold us-785
ing the instantaneous queue length being implemented
on switches with much lower buffer density per port.
Once current network equipment receive such update
it could translate to improvements in both through-
put/performance and network latency, with an afford-790
able solution achieved through a simple firmware up-
date.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a novel analysis on how to
reduce network latency on MapReduce clusters without795
degrading TCP throughput performance. We character-
ized the problem which previous work failed to identify.
We demonstrated why it is inadvisable to use Active
Queue Management to mark ECT-capable packets on
MapReduce workloads. We presented comparable re-800
sults with recent works that tried to reduce the network
latency found on MapReduce clusters, and which failed
to identify the real problem when DCTCP or TCP-ECN
flows rely on AQMs to mark ECT-capable packets.
We also demonstrate that one true simple marking805
threshold not only simplifies the configuration of mark-
ing ECT-capable packets, but it also translates to a more
robust solution. Doing so, we were able to avoid the
20% loss in throughput reported by previous work, and
specially on commodity switches which offer consid-810
erably low buffer density per port, we even achieved a
boost in TCP performance of 10%, in comparison to a
DropTail queue. Yet, our gains in throughput were ac-
companied with a reduction in latency between 70% and
85%, depending on the considered buffer density per815
port. The results presented in this paper are not exclu-
sive but can also expected to be reproduced on similar
bases in other type of workload that presents the same
characteristics described on the problem characteriza-
tion found on our discussion and recommendations.820
Finally, we showed that a true simple marking
scheme should not only be supported in deep buffer
switches. Commodity switches, as typically employed
in MapReduce clusters, could also achieve promising
results in terms of throughput and network latency. The825
results in this paper can help reduce Hadoop runtime
and allow low-latency services to run concurrently on
the same infrastructure.
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